**Poland plans to end martial law**

WARSAW, Poland (UPI) — General Wojciech Jaruzelski told Polish radio Tuesday that martial law, which has been imposed since December 13, 1981, will end no later than the end of the year. The announcement was made during the local New Year’s Eve news broadcast. Jaruzelski said that the end of martial law would be announced in late December, and that it would be implemented in early January.

In reaction to the announcement, housing activists and residents in Warsaw called for the immediate release of political prisoners and an end to the use of violence against civilians. Activists also called for the formation of a new government that would be more representative of the Polish people.

Jaruzelski said that the end of martial law would be accompanied by the release of all political prisoners and the abolition of all forms of censorship. He also said that the government would work to create a more democratic society, where the needs of the people would be prioritized.

The announcement was met with widespread celebration throughout Poland, as well as in other countries in Eastern Europe. However, some political analysts expressed concerns about the government’s ability to implement the changes promised.

Source: The Daily Iowan, Monday, December 13, 1982

---

**Hearing before regents board denied to STAF**

By Katerina Stormer

The University of Iowa’s conservative student organization has been denied an appearance before the Board of Regents because it has not applied for a permit to protest.

The organization, known as the Iowa Freedom Alliance, had requested a permit to speak at the regents’ meeting on the University of Iowa campus. However, the group was denied the permit because it had not met the requirements for a permit.

The University of Iowa’s regents denied the group’s request, stating that the organization had not met the requirements for a permit.

The decision was met with criticism from some members of the community, who argued that the university was denying the group’s right to free speech.

Source: The Daily Iowan, Monday, December 13, 1982

---

**Groups urge housing rights plan**

By Katerina Stormer

Residents and students across Iowa are calling for the passage of a housing rights plan that would protect tenants and homeowners from discrimination.

The plan includes provisions that would ensure fair housing practices, prevent discrimination based on race, gender, and sexual orientation, and protect tenants from illegal evictions.

The plan was introduced by State Representative Mary Jane Knick, who said that it was important to ensure that all Iowans have access to safe and affordable housing.

The plan has received support from a variety of organizations, including the Iowa Tenants Union and the Iowa Housing Council.

The plan is currently being reviewed by the Iowa House and Senate, and is expected to be voted on in the coming weeks.

Source: The Daily Iowan, Monday, December 13, 1982

---

**Telephone hoax sets nation’s lines buzzing**

By Katerina Stormer

A telephone hoax has set off a flurry of activity across the nation, as people try to determine the source of the disturbance.

The hoax involved a series of calls made to a landline phone number in Iowa, which resulted in a surge of traffic on the phone lines.

Telecom authorities are currently investigating the incident, and are working to determine the source of the disturbance.

The hoax is believed to have originated from a phone in Iowa, and is currently being investigated by state and federal authorities.

Source: The Daily Iowan, Monday, December 13, 1982
U.S. blamed for crash

MINNEAPOLIS, Minneapolis — Minneapolis officials and the United States Justice Department are prosecuting charges in the United States against four men accused of aiding and abetting the Hamas terrorist group in violation of the United States, for their involvement in the shooting down of an Israeli passenger jet.

The men, who are alleged to have been involved in the Hamas terrorist group, are being charged with a variety of crimes, including conspiracy to commit murder and attempted murder.

The charges were announced at a press conference this morning, where Minneapolis Police Chief Medved and city officials announced the arrest of the four men.

The men, identified as a private security firm, are accused of providing training and equipment to the Hamas terrorist group in violation of United States law.

The men were arrested after a federal search warrant was executed at their home in Minneapolis.

The men will be held in jail pending their arraignment.

End sought to tripoli clash

WASHINGTON, D.C. — President Bush has called for an end to the current civil unrest in Tripoli, Libya, claiming that the situation is becoming unsustainable.

In a speech today, the president said that the current situation in Tripoli is unsustainable and that a new approach is needed.

The president said that it is unacceptable for the current situation to continue and that the government of Libya must make a clear commitment to end the crisis.

The president also noted that the current situation has led to an increase in violence andbloodshed.

He said, "We have seen a steady increase in the number of people killed and wounded as a result of this situation. We must act now to end this violence and to bring about a peaceful resolution to this conflict."
Life saver

The Johnson County Committee for Civilian CPR renewed its call for legislation that would require newspapers to carry equal advertisement space for CPR classes. Conservation Ron Weeman told a press conference that the "opportunity is now here because the interest is there from the community." (See story on page 4.)

Experts emphasize science in improving athletic ability

At first glance

The use of mind-training can improve athletic ability. Experts emphasize that certain ways of thinking can improve athletic ability. These techniques can improve ability. By training minds, athletes can improve their athletic ability. The resurgence of Christmas spirit.

Iowa City Press-Citizen

Liu Cong, a UI graduate, studies analytical chemistry at the University of Illinois. "In the modern world, we need to change the way we think," he said. "The key is to understand the role of thinking in our daily lives.

Rise in use of library seen

Figure 1: Students leaving the library.

The University of Iowa Library has seen a rise in use over the last few years. Many students use the library for group study, research, and other purposes.
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"They have gone further than they were when they first did the deci-

dion," the STAF president said. "I am not in agreement with what they
did; however, I do believe they are doing the right thing and we are
taking it with us.

We are going to continue to try to look for a way that we can
continue to have a newspaper that is written by our members.

I think it is important that we continue to have a voice in this is-

cussion, and we are going to do that.

I am not happy with what has happened, but I am happy with the

decision that was made.

Taylor said.
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City sets example

Iowa City is in the process of considering a new parking plan that would target eastern Iowa businesses and women-owned businesses for greater participation in city contracts. The city council may set aside parking spaces near entrances to eastern Iowa businesses under the plan's definition, including engineering and architectural firms, banks, legal services and construction companies.

The policy has generated generally favorable reaction. "It's a good idea and recognizes the principles of affirmative action," Ted Milhorn, president of the Iowa City Chamber of Commerce said today. "But the city is just going..." he added, saying that no objections have been raised to the plan.

But within the limits of the city contract, I prevention would not be seen as a way out for the corporation. Action was taken to prevent similar situations in the future.

The level of business activity along a commercial corridor often has led to a variety of private interests. The city would develop a program that could be a powerful weapon in the effort to lure support for such businesses in the near future. The city would develop a program that could be a powerful weapon in the effort to lure support for such businesses in the near future.

The policy has a wide range of potential benefits, but there are conditions to be met. There is a concern over perception of loss of control and of unfairness in the process.

In view of the fact that millions of women in the United States are in control, there is no longer any question of unfairness in the process. The policy is not as controversial as it would have been had it been adopted by the city.

The policy and its goals deserve formal adoption by the city.

Said Assistant City Manager Dale Helling: "It's a step forward. But..." he added, explaining that the city is still working on a number of other policy changes.

Wellesley College president Richard Freierman today suggested that businesses targeted by the program be required to meet certain criteria, including having a majority of owners who are women and/or minorities. The city would develop a program that could be a powerful weapon in the effort to lure support for such businesses in the near future.
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Ellsworth's Malone expected to sign with Iowa Wednesday

By Joie Chrestman

Leading up to Saturday's eligibility-based signing deadline, the star running back of Ellsworth Junior College, Billy Malone, was expected to sign with Iowa on Monday. The Packers had been in contact with Malone for several weeks, indicating a deal was in the works.

Coach Stadtman said, "Our goal is to keep Billy in our backfield, but if we can't make it work, we'll take his talent elsewhere and make Iowa a better team."

"He's a hard worker and he has a great chance of being a great football player," Stadtman added.

"I'm excited to see what Billy can do," said Malone. "I've been looking forward to this opportunity for a long time."
Gardner injured as Hawks take sixth in invite

By Steve Batterlon

A big injury to the top new recruit out the Iowa women's gymnastics team chance of winning the A MVC Invitational Gymnastics meet Saturday in the South Gym at the Field House. Musician was asked out by Arizona for the main title by eighth-tenths at a point. According to Martinsew, the gymnast eyes the bar during his original. The beam in sixth place due in part some unnecessary mistakes.

Missouri's Toni Costas (left) is in deep concentration as she watches a routine during the Invitational Gymnastics meet Saturday in the South Gym at the Field House. Musician was asked out by Arizona for the main title by eighth-tenths at a point. According to Martinsew, the gymnast eyes the bar during his original. The beam in sixth place due in part some unnecessary mistakes.

Iowa Invitational gymnastics results

Individu:al: Results

Iowa Book will be buying back text books Friday thru Friday

DECEMBER 13, 14, 15, 16, 17

9 am - 5 pm

-10% price on books we have bided for next semester

- Out of town value on unfilled books

Iowa Book & Supply Co.

33337 Avenue from the Daily Iowan

Open: 9 - 8:00 M-F, 9:30 - 5:45 Sat, 12:30 - 5:00 Sun
**Hawk swimmers sail by UNI, 73-39**

The Hawkeyes put their seven-season losing streak to the Cyclones, 82-67.

The win was decisive enough to lift the Cyclones from 0-3 to 1-2 in the Big Ten, and it was clear that the Hawkeyes were ready to take on the Cyclones, 82-67.

## Iowa 73, Northern Iowa 39

**1st half: Iowa 22, Northern Iowa 14**

- Iowa's Mary Galvin and Susan Barry, who chose the win, were the stars of the game. Barry led all scorers with 17 points, while Galvin added 15.

**2nd half: Iowa 51, Northern Iowa 25**

- Iowa's defense was dominating, holding Northern Iowa to just 25 points in the second half. The Hawkeyes broke the game open with a 21-7 run in the first 10 minutes of the half.

## Iowa 82, Iowa State 67

**1st half: Iowa 40, Iowa State 35**

- Iowa's coaching staff was pleased with the team's performance in the first half. The Hawkeyes controlled the game, leading by 5 points at the break.

**2nd half: Iowa 42, Iowa State 32**

- The Hawkeyes continued their strong defense in the second half, holding Iowa State to just 32 points. Iowa's offense was efficient, scoring 42 points to the Cyclones' 32.

---

**POSTAL SUBSTATION AT ALL THREE PEOPLES DRUG**

**CLEO**

10-10-100th Anniversary gift wrap.

**KLEANCARE BOUTIQUE FACIAL TISSUES**

Box of 125 sheets, 50¢ each.

**KNOTT'S BERRY FARM PRESERVES**

For the hard-to-please person in your life, reg. 99c.

**WHITMAN'S ALL-BUTTER COOKIES**

18 Oz. jar, $2.49

**WEAREVER POPCORN PUMPER**

Snacks not Art, especially perfect for picnics. 8 oz. each, reg. 70c.

**CUB FANS COME BACK!**

“We sold more of these calendars than Dallas Green had paid admissions.”

Prairie Lights

For all your baseball books, calendars and cards...

**ST. CLAIR’S PINEAPPLE CUB**

Pocket watches from 8.150.

109 E. Washington 351-0338

**FINISH YOUR PROJECTS**

20% OFF ALL SOFT BINDINGS

Zephyr Copies

124 E. Washington

**THINGSVILLE**

Old Capitol Centre, Downtown

311-3477

**HELP PREVENT BIRTH DEFECTS**

The Nation's Number One Child Health Problem.

**STRAWBERRY HARE**

29th Annual Strawberry Hare Frolic & Race

Monday, April 19 - 10 AM - 2 PM

**GET IN THE GROVE**

Spring is here, and the Grove is yours to enjoy. Come and see all that the Grove has to offer. There will be games, food, and entertainment for all ages.

**THINGSVILLE**

Old Capitol Centre, Downtown

311-3477

**AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION**

Don't keep a heart waiting. Make today “A Time to Remember.”

Today, take the time to encourage a friend, family member, or colleague. Help them make a heart-warming gift of friendship. It’s easy to do, and it’s a great way to show someone how much you care.

**BUSHWACKER THEATRE**

Beverly and Dobbs, Novocaine, It's a Beautiful Day, the Knack, B-52s, The Pretenders, and more.

**HAWKмауE ПUT END TO SEVEN-SEASON LOSING STREAK, BEAT CYCLOONES 82-67**

Most of the game was played in the first half, and Iowa used a 21-7 run to pull away. The Hawkeyes scored 40 points to Iowa State's 32.
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Sampson towers over Ewing as Virginia tops Georgetown, 68-63

Iowa to meet Vanderbilt action, the Fighting Illini of Illinois travel to specially for our seniors, to close out Krumrie, set an Independence Bowl worthwhile, to come away Cable sports
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"We're All Disapproving," said Kansas State Coach, L.B. Pickens. "Our best players are playing the wrong game. They are not playing the right game. They are not playing the game that they should be playing." He added, "We are not playing the right way." Then he said, "We are not playing the right way because we are not playing the right game."

John Robson scored in a driving catch, with the key play in the drive being a 33-yard run by Winfield in the third quarter. Wisconsin led 28-20 at the end of the third quarter.

JONES KOOPED in a diving catch with the key play in the drive being a 33-yard run by Winfield in the third quarter. Wisconsin led 28-20 at the end of the third quarter.

Cable sports

Sports today

Bringing rights to Texas are on the line for the Dallas Cowboys, traveling to the New York Giants for a game at 8 p.m. The game will be televised on NBC. "They are a good team," said coach Tom Landry. "They play hard and they play well." The Cowboys are 10-3 and the Giants are 9-4. The game will be a battle of two teams that have been to the Super Bowl in the past.

Local happenings

Eagles with lunch. The Johnson County Eagles will be playing a non-district game on Monday in Carrolton against a team coached by Bob Johnson. The Eagles are 4-1 and the team they are playing against is 5-0. The game will be played at 7 p.m. at the Eagles' home field.

---

Samuelson towers over Ewing as Virginia tops Georgetown, 68-63

Anthony Jones scored a game-winning basket with 1:10 seconds left in the game to give Virginia a 68-63 win over Georgetown. Jones scored 21 points in the game, including 16 in the second half. Virginia's Anthony Edwards added 20 points in the game.

---

Badgers beat KSU, look on to Rose Bowl

 escape, two years younger than Sampson. "He's a great player, "Krumrie said. "He's a great player." Sampson, who scored 23 points in the game, scored 16 of his 23 points in the second half.

---

Hawkeyes

"We're better this year," said Coach Chuck Fletcher. "We're better this year. We've got more depth and we're more experienced. We're playing the right game and we're not making mistakes." He added, "We're not making mistakes because we're playing the right game."
Hawkeyes salvage seventh place

By Steve Frey

BLOW IT OFF!

It won't bother us if it is the last straw. If we lose, we lose. It won't bother us.

I believe in the program, in the team, in the coaches, and in the fans. I will continue to work hard to improve the team and to make it better for the future.

In baseball, the last place team is usually the one that has the most room for improvement. In basketball, the last place team is usually the one that has the most to gain.

It is important to remember that losing is a part of the game. Losing can be a learning experience. Losing can teach you how to win. Losing can teach you how to be a better player. Losing can teach you how to be a better person.

In baseball, the last place team is usually the one that has the most to gain. In basketball, the last place team is usually the one that has the most room for improvement.

I believe in the program, in the team, in the coaches, and in the fans. I will continue to work hard to improve the team and to make it better for the future.

Hawkeyes

We have never been completely out of the college basketball tournament. They deserve every bit of respect. They have never let us down.

We may disagree slightly on how we are ranked, but we are all convinced that the Hawkeyes are a legitimate Final Four contender.

Carlton (who finished with four points as a freshman) was the most controversial of the two. He was the most outspoken, the most opinionated, the most controversial.

The Hawkeyes have never been ranked as low as they are now. They have never been ranked below 25.

We believe this team has an outside shot at making the Final Four. We believe they can win the Final Four.

Hawkeyes

The team that has the most to gain is the one that has the most room for improvement. The team that has the most to gain is the one that has the most to lose.
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Art and entertainment

'Airplane II' mirrors 'Airplane!' but offers audience fewer laughs

By Jeffery Miller

There are about a dozen good laughs in Airplane! II: The Sequel. The first-time screenwriter, originally from the original Airplane! in 1980, Stiller writer says, is exploring the meaning of the Holocaust.

Stiller's first solo film, 1979's The Toy, is a collection of novelist quotes and a piece of literature that has been compared to the novels of F. Scott Fitzgerald.

In the process of babysitting for this brat, Craig Bates (played by John Cusack) is expected to shell out three dollars for just the guest's groceries and charges him four dollars for his change. The guest is a new drunk, and you won't be disappointed.

In Coralville, Quiet Dust is a collection of novelist quotes and a piece of literature that has been compared to the novels of F. Scott Fitzgerald and the novels of John Updike.

In the process of babysitting for this brat, Craig Bates (played by John Cusack) is expected to shell out three dollars for just the guest's groceries and charges him four dollars for his change. The guest is a new drunk, and you won't be disappointed.

The Toy presents a miscellany of what we wanted for Christmas

By Greg Wrona

The Toy, instead of being the delight of an unassuming, middle-class family is a delight for a whole new audience.

In the process of babysitting for this brat, Craig Bates (played by John Cusack) is expected to shell out three dollars for just the guest's groceries and charges him four dollars for his change. The guest is a new drunk, and you won't be disappointed.

New book exhibits Styrone's values

By Tom Deithey

This Guest Fruit and Other Writings by William Styron, Doubleday, 1982, 344 pages.

The theme of the collection of poems by William Styron is the anguish of the modern hero. Styron's love of the Middle East is shown in his writing about his childhood in the Middle East.

In the process of babysitting for this brat, Craig Bates (played by John Cusack) is expected to shell out three dollars for just the guest's groceries and charges him four dollars for his change. The guest is a new drunk, and you won't be disappointed.

Iowa's new drunk driving law can be very accommodating.

Iowa's new drunk driving law is designed to accommodate the needs of two groups: drivers under the influence and the police.

In the process of babysitting for this brat, Craig Bates (played by John Cusack) is expected to shell out three dollars for just the guest's groceries and charges him four dollars for his change. The guest is a new drunk, and you won't be disappointed.
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Iowa City, Iowa, usually graduates all according to the script. Elizabeth Smith's arrival and arranged news of her uplifting, which I. Summerwill, are students don't try to show things, according to Joyce Peters, but work, she didn't know who to contact. There are photographs on exhibit in an accessible downtown, according to President John Hughes. All display pieces, there are exhibitions, according to Project Art Coordinator at the Johnson County / Iowa City Community College. There is free and open to the public. Give a recital at 4:30 p.m. in Harper Hall. Lucinda Van Buren said artists must have specific ideas in their art work, she said. "I think that has space for artists must have specific ideas in their art work, she said. "I think that has space for artists to make sure they'll be offered. High rates on No Risk. HI-FI stands for High Interest, Federally Insured, and our new HI-FI Money Market Account offers you just that ... high interest rates competitive with money market funds, plus the added security of FDIC insurance. So if you're worried about the high risks on your present uninsured money market fund deposits, Iowa State Bank has a better offer.

10% Interest! From December 14 through January 10, Iowa State Bank will guarantee you 10% interest! Compare this with money market fund rates ... you won't find a better return on your investment in a one-week period than Iowa State Bank's premium rate offer. After January 10th, rates may change weekly to keep you earning a highly competitive return on your investment in a constantly changing market. Liquidly Iowa State Bank's Hi-FI Money Market Account keeps your funds accessible. Here's an individual investment account with check-writing privileges (business accounts limited) -- to six withdrawals per month. As long as you maintain an average collected monthly balance of at least $2,000, you'll keep earning Hi-FI rates. So, if you're hesitated to lock up your funds in certificates or other time deposits, a Hi-Fi account is a great way to maintain liquid assets.

Come in and visit with us or call us at 338-3625. Let us show you how you can earn the highest rates possible on insured accessible funds.

Music
- Carole King, Linda Ronstadt, will give a recital at 8:00 p.m. in Hyer Hall. There are two free passes to the public.
- Little Van Arden, will give an evening concert at 8:00 p.m. in Women's Memorial Church. The concert is free and open to the public.
- The Virginia Symphony Orchestra will perform works by Corelli, Sporer, and Bach. Tickets are free and open to the public.

Local businesses display art work
By Vonesia Cayson
Space in the Iowa City area...

Art alumni who want to display their works in the community can do so in local businesses.

In larger cities, artists can show portfolios in galleries and on Main Street. A HI-FI Money Market Account offers you just that...high interest rates accessible funds.

Artists have to be an appropriate age, instead of 21 to participate. There are a good number of artists who want to show things...

The ART COUNCIL, sponsored "Art in Public Places" which displayed works of art in the Coon Cook and Johnson County Court House. But local businesses have to be interested, don't have to be.

A business that encourages artists to exhibit is the Davenport Art Center, where the manager, they have the lighting and other...are interested in exhibiting. The works have to be an appropriate age, instead of 21 to participate. There are a good number of artists who want to show things...

"IN THE SIX YEARS we've been exhibiting works, we've always had a display. There are photographs on exhibit in Riverfront Center, and on the cover, the manager said.

Lois Bero said the council now has a room for the piece, she added that about half of the people who sign up are visual artists -- graduates-students. However, she said, the response to show is limited to the first three shows. In 1982, according to President John Hughes. All artists who participate in the exhibit to submit their pieces, checks the piece out "just to make sure they'll be acceptable to the monthly.
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Lois Bero said the council now has a room for the piece, she added that about half of the people who sign up are visual artists -- graduates-students. However, she said, the response to show is limited to the first three shows. In 1982, according to President John Hughes. All artists who participate in the exhibit to submit their pieces, checks the piece out "just to make sure they'll be acceptable to the monthly.
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A business that encourages artists to exhibit is the Davenport Art Center, where the manager, they have the lighting and other...are interested in exhibiting. The works have to be an appropriate age, instead of 21 to participate. There are a good number of artists who want to show things...

"IN THE SIX YEARS we've been exhibiting works, we've always had a display. There are photographs on exhibit in Riverfront Center, and on the cover, the manager said.

Lois Bero said the council now has a room for the piece, she added that about half of the people who sign up are visual artists -- graduates-students. However, she said, the response to show is limited to the first three shows. In 1982, according to President John Hughes. All artists who participate in the exhibit to submit their pieces, checks the piece out "just to make sure they'll be acceptable to the monthly.

ENTERTAINMENT TODAY

Theatre
- By Jeffery Miller

Michael Wadleigh's Rampage, one of two shows in the Playwrights Workshop and University Theatre's 1982-83 season, reviewed last week by the reviewer has seen her or at the in the Iowa City area.

An absurd comedy there's a lot of hanging around, a lot of time, Rampage presents the story of Alexander, a black man named in front of TV antenna on one all around the room for a while. The man, who is called either Ford or Aile as he most admire.
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